FIRST OVER EVEREST
"We made another circuit and then another as I exposed
dozens of plates and ran off my spools of film. We could not
wait long over die mountain-top for the oxygen pressure gauge
needle in my cockpit was moving downwards, an ominous sign.
We had no very exact idea of the length of time our return
journey would take with that violent wind blowing, and fuel
was needed for emergencies. After a quarter of an hour or so,
which seemed perhaps on the one hand like a lifetime from its
amazing experiences, and yet was all too short, we turned back.
Soon we saw this wonderful view with serried peaks, row upon
row, in fairy beauty, surmounted by Everest and Makalu
almost grotesquely outlined by the aluminium-coloured fabric
of our rudder. We came back towards the terrific Arun gorges
over a bewildering medley of peaks, ranges and spurs, inter-
spersed with broad grimy glaciers littered with moraine, scree
and shale. These peaks must be a great height and yet they
seemed insignificant enough to our eyes.
"160 miles home passed surprisingly quickly, the journey,
marred by the discovery that the second film in the cine-
camera had become frozen despite its warm jacket, and was so
brittle that I could not reload. My oxygen mask, too, plugged
as it was with cork stoppers, had become a solid mass of ice.
Steadily we came down, gradually losing height with the
throttle of the engine fairly well open to guard against the
carburettor freezing. It was in another struggle that I managed
to change the magazine of the survey camera and adjust it to
the drift now coming from the opposite side of the aeroplane.
"Soon the semi-circle of gleaming peaks faded from our
sight as the straight line of purple dust-haze rose to overwhelm
it"
So much for the chief observer's record. Clydesdale and he had
no communication during the flight, their positions were several
feet apart, there was a bulkhead between them and their tele-
phone had not been in an accommodating mood. The pilot was
therefore in a position to formhis own impressions independently
and we cannot do better than quote the report made:
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